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A Castle in the Wilderness: The Story of the Banff Springs Hotel is the definitive historical record
of one of the world's most famous mountain resorts.The story navigates the hotel's early history
from its construction by the Canadian Pacific Railway to the glittering era of the 1920s through to
the changes of modern times. Local author and historian Bart Robinson has been exploring and
writing about the Banff Springs Hotel since the 1970s. In Castle in the Wilderness he combines
a complete hotel history with rich anecdotes and snippets of the past that have enriched Banff
and indeed Canada, from the hotel s links to the construction of the transcontinental rail line to
the visits of maharajahs and movie stars. Castle in the Wilderness is also a photo collection like
no other, capturing the hotel's long and colourful history in over a century s worth of imagery
including by well-known photographers such as Bruno Engler and Nicholas Morant that bring
the hotel s storied history to life. How did such a gracious hotel come to be in the wilds of the
Canadian Rockies? How much did it cost to build? Who designed it? Who selected its
furnishings? Which famous visitors has it hosted? And why is now known as the Fairmont Banff
Springs? These and many more questions are answered in the Castle in the Wilderness.
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AuthorAbout UsCopyrightIntroduction“It had no business being there.” Banff Springs Hotel,
1910 When Morley Roberts, an aging English author, world-traveller, and one-time railway
navvy, rolled into Banff in the summer of 1925 it had been 41 years since he’d first visited the
area. Things had changed. Expected, perhaps, was that Old Man Goss, who once ran the
moonshine still on Whiskey Creek, had long since disappeared, perhaps a victim of his own
libations. More surprising was that the town itself was no longer Siding 29, a dusty scattering of
shacks and tents at the foot of Cascade Mountain, but Banff, a bustling alpine village straddling
the Bow River and boldly claiming to be the centre of the greatest mountain playground on the
continent. Of all the changes Roberts witnessed, however, nothing compared to the shocking
sight of a castle rising from the valley floor on the far side of the river. The idea of a rock palace in
the wilderness was too much to fathom: “It had no business being there,” he said, “for when I was
thereabouts so long ago no one could have thought of it.”Roberts toured the castle—touched its
walls, peered through its windows, talked to its inhabitants—and decided that, like Banff itself, it
was a dream, at once beautiful and absurd. It wasn’t a dream, of course, but it was decidedly
beautiful. And if its presence in the wilderness was absurd, well, there was a method to its
madness.Today, nearly a century after Roberts’ return to the Bow Valley, the Banff Springs Hotel
continues to prompt the same incredulity the old man felt in 1925. The castle’s dreamlike
qualities have endured, and first-time visitors’ questions are nearly programmed in their
similarity: “What’s that? What’s it doing here? Who built it? Who owns it? Why? When? What
for?” To answer those questions, one must go back to the years following Canada’s
confederation and read the news about a struggling young company called the Canadian Pacific
Railway.Origins of a Hotel“Since we can’t export the scenery, we’ll have to import the
tourists.” William Van Horne (centre with hands in pocket) and CPR officials at Stoney Creek,
1894. The Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) was never, by any normal standard, a modest child.
Born the wealthy scion of economic necessity and political intrigue—two well-acquainted if not
exactly well-respected bedfellows—its mere conception toppled John A. Macdonald’s first
government in 1873. Five years later, when Macdonald was again in power and the idea was
reintroduced, it became cause for some of the greatest uproars ever known in an institution
noted for great uproars. Words such as “liar” and “coward” were bandied freely in the
parliamentary chambers. Liberal doomsayers foresaw the day when the young company would
become the proprietor of the Canadian government. But the Canadian Railway Bill, guaranteeing
the company government support of 25 million dollars, 25 million acres of land, a 20-year



monopoly of Western trade, and freedom from taxes on all holdings in perpetuity, was passed by
the Senate and became law February 15, 1881.The CPR had no reason to be a modest child,
for railway building in Canada, as in Bismarck’s Germany, Grant’s America, and Cavour’s Italy,
was synonymous with nation building. The support the CPR received was an accurate reflection
of the young country’s impatience to fulfill its Victorian pioneering ambitions, as measured by the
replacement of wilderness by civilization. No one could deny a transcontinental railway would
help tame the interior.Politically, the railway was expected to tie up “the rags and ends of
Confederation,” joining British Columbia with the Eastern provinces. Economically, it would give
the tiring St. Lawrence commercial empire some fresh blood and prise open the Canadian
interior’s vast marketing possibilities. The CPR, in fact, promised its country even more. In an
1889 publication, The New Highway to the Orient, the company referred to itself as a young
giant whose “arms at once reached out across that broad ocean and grasped the teas and silks
of China and Japan to exchange for the fabrics of Europe and North America.”To make good its
claim, the company needed more than a flow of grand words along the new tracks, and it was
soon involved in constructing new facilities to feed and support the trains and their cargoes as
they moved along the national artery. The dining pavilion was one such support. It arose from an
obvious need for passengers to retire for relaxation and refreshment from time to time during
what could be a physically demanding and often tedious journey. From this elemental necessity,
the CPR’s grandiose hotels arose.Such resting spots could have been simple structures—even
shunted railway cars—and still fulfilled their purpose. That they were not, and that they became
instead internationally famous hotels equated with royalty and representing the apex of elegant
living, is due to the indefatigable energies of William Cornelius Van Horne, the man who
“capitalized the scenery” of the Canadian West.Tourism, Van Horne believed, was one way of
getting people to use his railway, and he was fully aware of the dollar potential in the Canadian
Rockies. Always a man to plunge to the heart of things, he summed up his philosophy succinctly:
“Since we can’t export the scenery, we’ll have to import the tourists.” Accordingly, with
characteristic energy and dispatch, he launched a campaign to entice the crème de la crème of
the international set to the wilds of Western Canada.One of the cornerstones of the plan—and
the realization of one of Van Horne’s most cherished dreams—was the establishment of a
system of luxurious hotels commanding the most scenic views of the Canadian Rockies. An avid
amateur architect, Van Horne took great pleasure in sketching, modifying, and remodifying the
designs for such structures. His goal was a series of lodgings that would offer royal-calibre
guests all the comforts of home but still afford them the exhilaration of wilderness contact. Who
could resist? The promotion for the campaign painted a tantalizing picture:May I not tempt you,
kind reader, to leave England for a few short weeks and journey with me across that broad land,
the beauties and glories of which have so recently been brought to within our reach? There will
be no hardships to endure, no difficulties to overcome, and no dangers or annoyances whatever.
You shall see mighty rivers, vast forests, boundless plains, stupendous mountains and wonders
innumerable; and you shall see all in comfort, nay, in luxury.With such luxurious accommodation



in mind, the company began constructing three “Hotel Dining Stations” in 1886, less than a year
after the driving of the last spike of the transcontinental railway at Craigellachie, British
Columbia. Mount Stephen House at Field, Fraser Canyon Hotel at North Bend, and Glacier
House at Rogers Pass, all in British Columbia and all modelled after Swiss chalets, rapidly
became popular alpine resorts. Glacier House in particular, at the heart of North America’s “Little
Switzerland,” did such a booming business that the CPR hired Swiss mountain guides to guide
climbs in the Rogers Pass area. While architect Thomas Charles Roby is credited with the
design of the first three chalets, it is likely that Van Horne played an important part in developing
their common look: a three-storey centre section with two wings of different heights extending in
opposite directions.But these modest structures were merely appetizers for a man like Van
Horne. Even as the first three hotels were being built, he was scheming about constructing
another, larger, grander hotel in the heart of the Canadian Rockies.Deciding to build a
substantial, luxurious hotel in the Bow Valley in the mid-1880s required considerable audacity.
Although Siding 29 had received a boost in stature in 1884 by being renamed for Banffshire
County in Scotland—the birthplace of then CPR president Lord Mount Stephen—it was not yet
the sort of place a young person in search of cosmopolitan fame and fortune would choose to
settle. Situated in a meadow at the foot of Cascade Mountain about three kilometres (two miles)
north of the present town, its amassed potential lay in a boxcar railway station, a few ramshackle
buildings, two small hotels, three stores, and a livery stable.However, as Van Horne and his
influential acquaintances from Eastern Canada had determined, the sleepy little collection of
rough-hewn buildings and muddy streets held promise. In the combination of a stunning
mountain backdrop and nearby medicinal mineral hot springs lay a seed that, properly tended,
would blossom into one of the world’s most famous mountain playgrounds.Not surprisingly, Van
Horne proved to be an adept gardener. Even as the railway’s route through the Canadian
Rockies was being scouted, Van Horne and his CPR colleagues were witnessing the mutually
beneficial relationship that had evolved in the US between the Northern Pacific Railroad and
Yellowstone National Park since the park’s establishment in 1872. As noted by CPR chief
engineer Sandford Fleming, a series of mountain parks made accessible by the railway would
draw “sportsmen and crowds of tourists . . . to enjoy the pure air and the charm of the scenery
and the striking features of beauty nowhere else to be seen.”Van Horne, understanding the
profitable symbiosis that could be coaxed from a mixture of fine accommodation, spectacular
scenery, and mountain recreation, recommended in 1883 that the Dominion create its first
national park at Lac des Arc, just 40 kilometres (25 miles) east of today’s Banff. When that
suggestion proved premature, he endorsed the creation of a 26-square-kilometre (10-square-
mile) “Hot Springs Reservation.” Officially designated by Order in Council 2197 in 1885, the new
reserve was intended to prevent despoliation of the local hot springs, which promised “to be of
great sanitary advantage to the public,” and to secure their control for the Crown.The idea of a
national park, however, would not be denied for long. In the last quarter of the 19th century,
creating national parks was as fitting an instrument for building nations as creating railways, and



in June 1887, the Hot Springs Reservation became the core of Rocky Mountains Park of
Canada. Encompassing 670 square kilometres (260 square miles) of jaw-dropping mountain
landscape, the new park was “reserved and set apart as a public park and pleasure ground for
the benefit, advantage and enjoyment of the people of Canada.” While “Banff” was suggested as
a name for the park in 1887, it wasn’t until 1930 and the passage of the National Parks Act that
Rocky Mountains Park officially became Banff National Park.The changes in the Bow Valley’s
land tenure were reflected by changes in Banff itself. The hot springs were attracting increasing
attention and their promoters were comparing them to the great thermal waters at Bath
(England) and Baden-Baden (Germany). In the summer of 1886, cows could still stroll down the
town’s main street, but there was a decided entrepreneurial air about the place. New buildings
for new business were going up, and a new carriage road and a flotation bridge across the Bow
River were being built to transport eager bathers from the railway station to the hot springs. The
biggest change, however, came late that fall, when it was announced that Banff itself would
follow the new road south to a new site closer to the Bow River and the hot springs. According to
one source, the move was inspired at least in part by the coming construction of the Banff
Springs Hotel.Grand Designs“A few facts about the mammouth [sic] building as being erected at
Banff.” Construction of the original Banff Springs Hotel began in 1886. Credit for the Banff
Springs Hotel’s picturesque location generally goes to Tom Wilson, a young CPR guide and
packer who had been working in the Bow Valley for two or three years before the railway arrived.
When he heard Van Horne was planning to build his hotel at the foot of Tunnel Mountain on the
Bow River’s north bank, Wilson approached the railroad general and said he could show him a
better site. After crossing the river, the two men walked to a forested promontory that not only
overlooked the rushing cataract of the Bow Falls but was also within a rock’s throw of the Bow’s
confluence with the Spray River. Even better, it commanded a sweeping view down the Bow
River valley to the Fairholme Range, framed perfectly by the limestone cliffs of Tunnel Mountain
and Mount Rundle. Van Horne agreed: it was a site worthy of his grand ambition.To design a
building that was the equal of its location, Van Horne hired Bruce Price, the architectural high
priest of the Boston baronage. Price was already known for the parlour cars with bay windows he
had designed for the Pennsylvania Railroad and the Boston and Albany Railroad, and he had
been commissioned to design the CPR’s Windsor Station in Montreal. Shortly thereafter, in
1886, Van Horne asked him to submit plans for the hotel at Banff.In a flurry of correspondence
between the two men, Price outlined his ideas for the new hotel.I send herewith a sketch and
plans of the proposed Hotel at Banff . . . There are 92 master rooms and 18 steward rooms. The
kitchen wing is intended to be a frame and sheathed one story structure build in the economical
manner. The heating and its plant and fuel bins could be placed under the Dining Room.Price
sired two noteworthy and enduring social entities. One was daughter Emily Post, the apostle of
American etiquette; the other was Canada’s “national style” of architecture, in the form of the
medieval French château. While it takes an active imagination to draw a link between the
daughter and the national style, one Price critic was able to do so by suggesting Emily’s



“rationalization of anachronistic social behaviour mirrored her father’s ability to do the same for
architecture.” Such opinions aside, and despite his irregular reputation, Price is without question
one of the important individuals in the history of Canadian architecture.At the time of Price’s
CPR commissions, Canadian builders were slowly edging towards agreement on an appropriate
architectural style for the young nation, with the debate strongly influenced by the British High
Victorian Gothic’s revival. The essence of Victorian architecture was that public structures
should have both architectural “reality” and “meaning,” and Great Britain had settled upon the
Gothic style to deliver both. In Canada, the prevailing assumption was that the Dominion could
do no better than follow suit. That it did so is well evidenced in the ribbed vaulting, pointed
arches, and flying buttresses of the houses of Parliament in Ottawa and University College in
Toronto, which are structures of the 1850s.By the 1880s, however, two divergent trends
emerged that would have great bearing on the future of North American architecture. One was
“organicism,” the idea that a building should be a natural, organic extension of the surrounding
environment. The other was the Beaux-Arts movement, based on the notion that “reality” in
architecture could best be expressed through precedents of the past made bigger and better
with the technologies and materials of the present.Although Price won his reputation as a
master of the Beaux-Arts, he was well acquainted with organicism and no stranger to good old-
fashioned architectural symbolism. In the 16th century Châteaux of the Loire—characterized by
flat, crisp walls, steep roofs, a central tower, and round turrets flanking the doors—he found a
structure he thought combined all three: the symbol, the architectural reality, and a style that
organically befitted a northern climate and rugged landscape. As for improving on the style of
the past, Price was pleased to note that he “had the entire resources of the Canadian Pacific
Railway to draw upon, and hence it was possible to build with certain materials in certain
ways.”While some architectural historians have stated that Price’s creations were more
archaeologically than organically oriented, and that they were built to convey the idea of luxury
at the expense of the environment, these creations nevertheless exhibited the important
hallmarks of Late Victorian architecture. They were visually clean and attractive, pleasing in line
and colour, well adapted to a picturesque site, and without exception capable of exciting all but
the very dullest of imaginations. The style, in fact, proved so exciting, so “very right” for Canada,
that it became the focal point of Canadian architecture. And Price, unwittingly, became the father
of a style that remained vigorous until the 1940s. Indeed, the château style was so influential that
throughout the early 1900s, it was the only architectural mode acceptable for government
structures. Price’s own Canadian works include Windsor Station (Montreal), Place Viger Hotel
and Station (Montreal), Château Frontenac (Quebec City), and, of course, the original Banff
Springs Hotel.Although little information exists about construction of Price’s original hotel, it is
known that building commenced in the fall of 1886, the same year the plans were
commissioned. As the number of local labourers at the time would not have exceeded 70, most
of the building was done by railway workers, many of whom were Chinese and brought to Banff
specifically for the job.The notion of a stylish, sophisticated hotel arising in the hinterlands—an



endeavour involving noteworthy amounts of imagination, boldness, and capital—caught the
attention of the Canadian press. An 1887 article in the Winnipeg Sun, entitled “The Great Hotel:
A few Facts About the Mammouth [sic] Building as Being Erected at Banff,” gave Manitobans the
latest information on the project:The hotel, which will be built by the company, the work being
done under the supervision of their own officials, is to be a mammouth [sic] affair, and to contain
250 beds. It is to be constructed entirely of timber, three stories in height with a dormer in the
roof, and a basement excavated in rock; it will be in two main wings, the front being the largest,
and this will contain a rotunda, rising to the height of the building, and an elevator. The rear wing
will be devoted mainly to the commissariat and domestic apartments. The hotel will have its own
gas and water works, and also be supplied with electric lights and electric appliances.In
architectural fact, the building emerged a somewhat different creature from the one for which
CPR general superintendent William Whyte carried blueprints across the nation. No one
remembers the name of the person in charge of construction, but it is well known and recorded
that when Van Horne eased his ample girth into Banff in the summer of 1887, he found the
rapidly rising hotel turned 180 degrees from what the plans called for. This had the disastrous
effect of affording the kitchen staff the “million dollar view” of the confluence of the Bow and the
Spray Rivers, and left the guests in their rotunda viewing the pine trees on the flanks of Sulphur
Mountain.Van Horne was not amused. As one of his colleagues stated, “Van Horne was one of
the most considerate and even-tempered of men, but when an explosion came it was
magnificent.” Even in his most explosive moments, however, Van Horne could focus on whatever
the issue was, and by the time the reverberations of his voice had echoed into the further
reaches of the Bow Valley, he had sketched a new pavilion and ordered that it be built behind the
kitchen, thus resurrecting the coveted view.Van Horne’s architectural acumen and legendary
speed of response were illustrated again a bit later, when someone asked about plans for a new
railway station in Banff. Van Horne reputedly snatched up a piece of brown paper, sketched in a
few hurried lines, and handed it back to the inquirer: “Lots of good logs there. Cut them, peel
them, and build your station.”
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